Abstract. MPI process placement can play a deterministic role concerning the application performance. This is especially true with nowadays architecture (heterogenous, multicore with dierent level of caches, etc.). In this paper, we will describe a novel algorithm called TreeMatch that maps processes to resources in order to reduce the communication cost of the whole application. We have implemented this algorithm and will discuss its performance using simulation and on the NAS benchmarks.
Introduction
The landscape of parallel computing has undergone tremendous changes since the introduction of multicore architectures. Multicore machines feature hardware characteristics that are a novelty, especially when compared to cluster-based architectures. Indeed, the amount of cores available within each system is much higher and the memory hierarchy becomes much more complex than previously. Thus, the communication performance can dramatically change according to the processes location within the system since the closer the data is located from the process, the faster the access shall be. This is know as the Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) eect and can be commonly experienced in modern computers.
As the core amount in a node is expected to grow sharply in the near future, all these changes have to be taken into account in order to exploit such architectures at their full potential. However, there is a gap between the hardware and the software. Indeed, as far as programming is concerned, the change is less drastic since users still rely on standards such as MPI or OpenMP. Hybrid programming (that is, mixing both message-passing and shared memory paradigms) is one of the keys to obtain the best performance from hierarchical multicore machines. This implies new programming practices that users should follow and apply. However, legacy MPI applications can already take advantage of the computing power oered by such complex architectures. One way of achieving this goal is to match an application's communication pattern to the underlying hardware. That is, the processes that communicate the most would be bound on cores that share the most levels in the memory hierarchy (e.g. caches). The idea is therefore to build a correspondence between the list of MPI process ranks and the list of core numbers in the machine. Thus, the placement of MPI processes relies totally on the matching that is computed by a relevant algorithm.
Then, the issue is to use an algorithm that yields a satisfactory solution to our problem. In this paper, we introduce a new algorithm, called TreeMatch that eciently computes a solution to our problem by taking into account the specicities of the underlying hardware.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we will describe some related works. Section 3 exposes the problem and show how it can be modeled while section 4 describes our TreeMatch algorithm. Both theoretical and empirical results are detailed in section 5. At last, section 6 concludes this paper.
Related work
Concerning process placement a pioneer work is provided by Kruskal and Snir in [9] where the problem is modeled by a multicommodity ow. The MPIPP [2] framework takes into consideration a multicluster context and strives to dispatch the various MPI processes on the dierent clusters used by an application. Graph theory algorithms are widely used in order to determine the matching (a list of (MPI process rank,core number) couples). For instance, several vendor MPI implementations, such as the ones provided by Hewlett-Packard [3] 4 or by IBM (according to [4] ) make use of such mechanism. [6] also formalizes the problem with graphs. In these cases, however, the algorithm computing the nal mapping is MPI implementation-specic and does not take into account the complexity of the hierarchy encountered in multicore NUMA machines nor their topologies. In a previous paper [10] , we used a graph partitioning algorithm called Scotch [5] to perform the task of mapping computation. However, Scotch is able to work on any type of graphs, not just trees as in our case. Making some hypothesis on the graph structure can lead to improvements and that is why we have developed a new algorithm, called TreeMatch, tailored to t exactly our specic needs.
Problem Modeling
In this section, we describe how we modeled the problem. We rst describe how we gather information about the underlying hardware. Then we explain the method used in order to retrieve information about an application's communication pattern.
Hardware Architecture
The rst step for determining a relevant process placement consists of gathering information about the underlying hardware. Retrieving the information about the memory hierarchy in a portable way is not a trivial task. Indeed, no tool is able to provide information about the various caches levels (such as their respective sizes and which cores can access them) on a wide spectrum of systems. To this end, we participated in the development of 4 HP-MPI has since been replaced by Platform MPI inria-00544346, version 1 -9 Dec 2010
Formal denition
In [2] the authors dened the problem using the communication and topology matrix formalism. Let C a p × p communication matrix (representing the amount of data exchanged between pair of processes) and T a n × n, n ≥ p, topology matrix (representing communication speed between pairs of cores), nd a permutation σ of {1 . . . p} such that
The value σ i tells to which core process i is mapped.
In our case we will deal with a topology tree. However, we can transform this tree into a topology matrix that gives all pairwise communication speeds. We make the hypothesis that the more memory elements are shared by a pair of cores, the faster the communication will occur between them. Hence, the communication speed between two cores depends on how far they are located in the tree. We can thus derive this matrix using the distance between the corresponding leaves: the farther two cores/leaves are in the tree the slower the communication. Thanks to this topology matrix we can compute the cost of a solution using the above formula and compare our approach with the ones that only use a topology matrix. 4 The TreeMatch Algorithm // Aggregate communication of the group of processes 8 8 MapGroups(T ,groups) // Process the groups to built the mapping We now describe the algorithm that we developed to compute the process placement.
Our algorithm, as opposed to other approaches is able to take into account the hardware's complex hierarchy. However, in order to slightly simplify the problem, we assume that the topology tree is balanced (leaves are all at the same depth) and symmetric (all the nodes of a given depth possess the same arity). Such assumptions are indeed very realistic in the case of a homogeneous parallel machine where all processors, sockets, nodes or cabinets are identical. The goal of the TreeMatch algorithm is to assign to each MPI process a computing element and hence a leaf of the tree. In order to optimize the communication time of an application, the TreeMatch algorithm will map processes to cores depending on the amount of data they exchange. The TreeMatch algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 1.
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To describe how the TreeMatch algorithm works we will run it on the example given in Fig. 1 given by the arity k of the node of the tree at the upper level (here 2). For instance, we can group process 0 with processes 1 or 2 up to 7 and process 1 with process 2 up to 7 and so on. Formally we have 2 8 = 5400 possible groups of processes. As we have p = 8 processes and we will group them by pairs (k=2), we need to nd p/k = 4 groups that do not have processes in common. To nd these groups, we will build the graph of incompatibilities between the groups (line 2). Two groups are incompatible if they share a same process (e.g. group (2,5) is incompatible with group (5,7) as process 5 cannot be mapped at two dierent locations). In this graph of incompatibility, vertices are the groups and we have an edge between two vertices if the corresponding groups are incompatible. The set of groups we are looking for is hence an independent set of this graph. In the literature, such a graph is referred to as the complement of a Kneser Graph [8] . A valuable property 6 of the graph is that since k divides p any maximal independent set is maximum and of size p/k. Therefore, any greedy algorithm always nds an independent set of the required size. However, all grouping of processes (i.e. independent sets) are not of equal quality. They depend on the The smaller the value, the better the grouping. Unfortunately, nding such an independent set of minimum weight is NP-Hard and in-approximable at a constant ratio [7] . Hence, we use heuristics to nd a good independent set: smallest values rst: we rank vertices by smallest value rst and we built a maximal independent set greedily, starting by the vertices with smallest value.
largest value last: we rank vertex by smallest value rst and we built a maximal independent set such that the largest index of the selected vertices is minimized.
largest weighted degree rst: we rank vertices by their decreasing weighted degree (the average weight of their neighbours) and we built a maximal independent set greedily, starting by the vertices with largest weighted degree [7] .
In our case, whatever the heuristic we use we nd the independent set of minimum weight, which is {(0,1),(2,3), (4, 5) , (5, 6) }. This list is aected to the array group [3] in line 6
of the TreeMatch Algorithm. This means that, for instance, process 0 and process 1 will be put on leaves sharing the same parent.
Function AggregateComMatrix(m,g)
Input: m // The communication matrix Input: g // list of groups of (virtual) processes to merge
8 return r The Algorithm then loops and decrements depth to 2. Here, the arity at depth 1 is 3 and does not divide the order of m (4) hence we add two articial groups that do not communicate to any other groups. This means that we add two lines and two columns full of zeroes to matrix m. The new matrix is depicted in Fig. 2(b) . The goal of this step is to allow more exibility in the mapping, thus yielding a more ecient mapping.
Once this step is performed, we can group the virtual processes (group of process built in the previous step). Here the graph modeling and the independent set heuristics lead to the following mapping: {(0,1,4),(2,3,5)}. Then we aggregate the remaining communication to obtain, a 2 by 2 matrix (see Fig. 2(c) ). During the next loop (depth=1), we have only one possibility to group the virtual processes: {(0,1)}, which is aected to group [1] .
The algorithm then goes to line 8. The goal of this step is to map the processes to the resources. To perform this task, we use the groups array, that describes a hierarchy of processes group. A traversal of this hierarchy gives the process mapping. For instance, virtual process 0 (resp. 1) of group [1] , is mapped on the left (resp. right) part of the tree. When a group corresponds to an articial group, no processes will be mapped to the corresponding subtree. At the end processes 0 to 7 are respectively mapped to leaves (cores) 0,2,4,6,1,3,5,7 (see bottom of Fig. 1(b) ). This mapping is optimal. Indeed, it is easy to see that the algorithm provides an optimal solution if the communication matrix corresponds to a hierarchical communication pattern (processes can be arranged in tree, and the closer they are in this tree the more they communicate), that can be mapped to the topology tree (such as matrix of Fig. 1(a) ). In this case, optimal groups of (virtual) processes are automatically found by the independent set heuristic as the corresponding weights of these groups are the smallest among all the groups. Moreover thanks to the creation of articial groups line 5, we avoid the Packed mapping 0,2,4,6,8,1,3 which is worse as processes 4 and 5 communicate a lot with processes 6 and 7 and hence must be mapped to the same subtree.
On the same gure, we can see that the Round Robin mapping that maps process i on core i leads also to a very poor result.
Experimental Validation
In this section, we will expose several sets of results. First, we will show simulation performance comparisons of TreeMatch when compared to simple placement policies such as Round Robin, where processes are dispatched on the various NUMA nodes in a roundrobin fashion, packed, where processes are bound onto cores in the same node until it is fully occupied and so on. We will also show comparisons between TreeMatch and the algorithm used in the MPIPP framework [2] . Basically, the MPIPP algorithm starts from a random mapping and strives to improve it by switching the cores between two processors.
The algorithm stops when improvement is not possible anymore. We have implemented two versions of this randomized algorithm: MPIPP.5 when we take the best result of the MPIPP algorithm using ve dierent initial random mappings and MPIPP.1 when only one initial mapping is used. We have also used 14 synthetic communication matrices. These are random matrices with a clear hierarchy between the processes: distinct pairs of processes communicate a lot together, then pairs of pairs communicate a little bit less, etc. For the synthetic communication matrices we also used synthetic topologies built using the Hwloc tools, in addition to the Bertha topology. We have used 6 dierent topologies with a depth from 3 to 5 mim- We use MPICH2 to perform our real scale experiments as its process manager (called hydra) includes Hwloc and thus provides a simple way to bind processes to cores.
Experimental set-up
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Simulation Results
We have carried-out simulation results to assess the raw performance of our algorithm.
Results are depicted in Fig. 3 . On the diagonal of each gure are displayed the dierent heuristics. On the lower part are displayed the histogram and the ECDF (empirical cumulative distribution function) of the average simulated runtime ratio between the 2 heuristics on the corresponding row and column. If the ratio is greater than 1 the above heuristic outperforms the below heuristic. On the upper part, some numeric summary indicates: the proportion of ratios that are strictly above 1; the proportion of ratios that are equal to 1 (if any) the median ratio, the average ration and, in brackets, the maximum and minimum ratios. For example, on Fig 3(a) , that TreeMatch outperforms MPIPP.1 in more than 93% of the cases with a median ration of 1.306 and an average ratio of 1.387 with a minimum ratio of 1 and a maximum ratio of 2.232. log(ratio) xlog(ratio) xlog(ratio) Density x Fn(x)log(ratio) Density x Fn(x)0.5 1.0 1.5
Density Fn(x)0.5 1.0 1.5
Density Fn(x)0.5 1.0 1.5
Density Fn(x)0.5 1.0 1. On Fig. 3(b) , we see that for synthetic input, the results are even in better favor for the TreeMatch algorithm. This comes, from the fact that our algorithm nds the optimal matching for these kinds of matrices as shown in section 4.
NAS Parallel Benchmarks
We then compare the results between each heuristics on the real Bertha machine, using the NAS benchmarks. Here, ratios are computed on average runtime of at least 4 runs.
Results are shown in Fig. 4 . log(ratio) xlog(ratio) xlog(ratio)
log(ratio)
Density x
Fn(x)0.9 1.1 Density Fn(x)0.9 1.1 Density Fn(x)In 4(a) we see that the TreeMatch is the best heuristics among the all the other tested ones. It slightly outperforms MPIPP.5, but this heuristic is much slower than ours.
Surprisingly, TreeMatch is also only slightly better than Round Robin and in some cases the ratio is under 0.8. Actually, it appears than Round Robin is very good for NAS of size 16 (when all cores are grouped to the same node). This means that for small size problems a clever mapping is not required. However, if we plot the ratios for sizes above or equal to 32 (Fig. 4(b) ), we see that, in such cases, TreeMatch compares even more favorably to Packed, RoundRobin or MPIPP.1 (Round-Robin, being in this case the worst method).
Moreover, we see that TreeMatch is never outperformed by more than 10% (the ratio is never under 0.9) and in some cases the gain approaches 30%.
NAS Communication Patterns Modeling
In the previous section, we have seen that on the average the TreeMatch is the best heuristic. Except for MPIPP.5, it outperforms the other heuristics in almost 75% of the cases. In several cases, the gain exceeds 30% and the loss never exceeds 10% (except for RR where the minimum ratio is 0.83). When we restrict the experiments to 64 processes the results are even more favorable to TreeMatch (Fig 5(b) ). In this case, the overall worst ratio is always greater than 0.92 (8% degradation) while it outperforms the other techniques up to 20%. Moreover, it has a better or similar performance than MPIPP.5 in two thirds of the cases. Simulation results show that our algorithm outperforms other approaches (such as the MPIPP algorithm) both in terms of mapping quality and computation speed. On the NAS benchmarks we have also shown that our algorithm is generally better than other approach and that the quality improves with the number of processors. As, in some cases, the TreeMatch performance is very similar to other strategy; we have studied its impact when we remove the computations. In this case, we see greater dierence in terms of performance.
We can then conclude that this approach delivers its full potential for applications having a huge volume of communication. However, this dierence also highlights some modeling issues as the communication matrix is an aggregated view of the whole execution and does not account for dierent phases of the application with dierent communication patterns.
For instance, the same amount of data can be exchanged with a single big message of many small ones. Currently we are unable to make a distinction between such cases when it is clear that the behavior is quite dierent. In order to take this phenomenon into account we will have to isolate application time slices and remap the MPI processes during such time slices. What granularity for slices would be the most benecial to performance? Also, we would have to modify the mapping during execution. For intranode communication this task is easy but for internode communication we would have to migrate processes from between nodes. Using virtual machines in this context might be a way to implement this.
